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an earlier paper [5]. As a consistency test I use the high-energy (E  m
W
) behaviour of a pure
gauge amplitudes. Their quadratic growth ( E
2
) should be canceled by introducing Standard
Model Higgs boson.
It has been shown that some universal low-energy theorems (LET) for the scattering of lon-
gitudinally polarized W and Z hold [8]. These theorems are valid below the scale 
SB
 1TeV,
provided that the symmetry breaking sector contains no particles much lighter than 
SB
. The





of vector bosons alone. The particle which modies pure gauge amplitudes (and LET) in the SM
is the Higgs boson. To see this modications, I plot the complete amplitudes for dierent values
of Higgs boson mass and compare them with the pure gauge contributions.
2 Scattering Amplitudes
Calculation of the scattering amplitudes of the gauge bosons by hand is a tedious task. The use
of function SpecificPolarization of the Mathematica package FeynCalc [9] has substantially
reduced algebraical manipulations.
Longitudinal polarization picks up a specic direction in space. Thus the amplitudes writ-
ten in terms of Mandelstam variables s; t; u do not describe scattering of longitudinally polarized
particles in all Lorentz frames. For the process V (p
1
) + V (p
2
) ! V (k
1
) + V (k
2
) the function






























































(r; a; b) =
r
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Table 1 summarizes tree-level contributions (contact graphs are not listed) to the scattering
amplitudes of the gauge bosons in the SM in the U -gauge. Contributions to the process #n from
















































Z; ;H Z; ;H [7]
Table 1: Individual processes together with exchanged particles in dierent channels (s; t; u). W;Z;  are
electroweak gauge bosons and photon and H is the SM Higgs boson. Contact graphs contribute to each
of the process and are not listed.





























and g denoting relevant coupling constants. Amplitudes given by the low-energy the-
orems are denoted as M
(n)
LET
. Note that in the paper of Bento and Llewellyn Smith [5] the
















and is also calculated in this way. This is wrong, because W is exchanged in s and t (or u) channel
2
.
Explicit formulae for the scattering amplitudes are somewhat diÆcult to read and are postponed
to the appendixA. Table 2 summarizes relations among dierent A parts of gauge amplitudes as
dened in (3) and (4). These relation are almost obvious, nevertheless they can be used as a check.
























. Note that the


















































































) does not contribute to the







































































































































































































There is the interchange t$ u in [5] in comparison with this paper.
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W+W- → Z Z
  mH = 500 GeV
  mH = 1500 GeV
  M (1)gauge





Figure 1: Tree-level amplitudes of the process WW ! ZZ as a function of
p
s for dierent values of
m
H
. The Higgs boson width,  
H
, is set to zero, cos 
cm


















so the cancellation occurs for  = 1.




























in the limit s ! 1 by a constant term. Numerical values of all
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 mH = 500 GeV
 mH = 1500 GeV
 M (2)gauge
  M (2)LET





Figure 2: Tree-level amplitudes of the process WZ ! WZ.




























On the tree-level graphs with  and Z exchange in t and u channels and contact graph contribute.




























k = t; u :
































































































































































W+ W+ → W+ W+
  mH = 500 GeV
  mH = 1500 GeV
  M (3)gauge
  M (3)LET
√s [GeV]



























(6  4  + 10x
2














































































































In this case we have to consider Z,  and Higgs boson exchange in s and t channels and contact



























k = s; t
The results for the A parts of the amplitude can be obtained directly from corresponding formulae
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2
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  mH = 500 GeV
  mH = 1500 GeV
  M (4)gauge
  M (4)LET












































































































































































(12  12 + 12x  16  x  8x
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(L) given in (1) we get amplitudes for longitudinally
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